We define a set of conditions 8m on a ring R using the notion of independence of elements. We prove that 81, 82, • • ■ is a strictly decreasing sequence of conditions. Two other sequences of conditions are considered and we prove that they are also strictly decreasing and we obtain their relation to ?m.
Introduction.
In this paper we deal with the following set of conditions on a nonzero ring R. 2m'■ For each d = l, ■ ■ • , m between any d elements in R which are left R-dependent there exists one which depends on the others.
We shall identify a condition with the class of rings in which it holds and by this convection it is clear that Sm_i7>8m. The aim of this paper is to construct for each m a ring R satisfying 8m-i but not satisfying Sm and thus obtaining that the sequence 81, 82, • • • is strictly decreasing.
We consider also two other sets of conditions on rings. One of them Nm: If a matrix CERm is nilpotent then Cm = 0. The other is the class of m-hrs [l, p. 10] which we denote by %m. We shall prove that the sequences {97.} and {%m} are also strictly decreasing. First we shall obtain some properties of 8m. Then we shall show that 8mC %m. By a result of [S ] which is based on results of [2 ] it will follow that ,5mc:97» and hence Smc:9tm. From the definition of $m ir follows that gm_i7?3m. Also by [5, Lemma 9] we have 97»-i7>97». Now our main result is obtained by proving that the rings (R constructed in [4] with a fixed m^2 and an arbitrary k^m satisfy 2m-i-Since by [4, Theorem l] OlE^m it follows at once that all the three sequences {$7}, { %m} and j 97»} are strictly decreasing.
The results for { gm} and {97,} may be deduced also from a result of Bergman [l ] . He has proved without giving the details that the ring R constructed in [4] with k^m^2 satisfies m -1-term algorithm [l, p. 25] and it is therefore a m -l-hr. Since $m~iQyim-i it follows that AE97»-i.
Bergman's result is based on general theorems but our proof is direct and implies also the results for {?m}.
2. The conditions 2m. We begin with some properties of rings which satisfy 2m. We have noted above that ?i3S2^g33
• • • . Clearly Si is the class of integral domains. If P£?m, m^2, then R-{o} is a semigroup with an identity and is embeddable in a group. This follows since by definition P^ {O} and R-{o} satisfies Doss' condition [3] . Indeed, if ra = sb^0, r, a, s, bER, then a and b are left P-dependent and hence one of them depends on the other which means that it is a multiple of the other. In particular if Oj^a£P then since aa = aa it follows that a = ea for some e£P and since R is an integral domain e is an identity which will be denoted by 1. Now we prove a lemma which shows that Sm is equivalent to its right dual condition (the case n = 1) and hence it follows that the left dual assertion of the lemma also holds. This lemma will be used to prove directly that ?mCI9xm. In the proof of the following lemma we use the previous one although it is possible to obtain the result directly. Note that gi is the class of integral domains with identity and 81 is the class of all integral domains. of those series all of whose homogeneous components of odd degree are zero. 3-the ideal in (P generated by the elements x,y*xy, I Si, jSm,y = x\+ ■ ■ ■ +xm, and k a fixed integer *zm. The ring fll is the quotient ring (P/3. We shall prove Theorem 4. The ring 01 satisfies the condition 8m-i.
We have to show that if ci iSm -l) elements in (Rare 51-left dependent, then one of them depends on the others. In what follows we shall write = meaning = mod 3. Since (R = <?/3 we may consider elements in (P which are dependent over (P mod 3. •-1
Since the constant term of qij^+Xjarih is 2^=1 it follows that giy0 +x;oriy1 is invertible in (P and multiplying (6) by (qii0+XjarXh)-1 we obtain £?=1 *<g< with ii£(P and tx = l. This is the desired result for &gk. Proof. We know that these sequences are decreasing. In addition by the previous theorem (RE2m-i and hence by Theorem 3 (RE%m-i (also if m = 2 since l£0"l) and (R£9cm_i. Now we also know that (RE^lm, hence again by Theorem 3 we have (R£r5m and 0i£?m and this proves our theorem.
